
 

These swags are usually placed in front of a drapery and attached to the same rod Swag I 
width will adapt 10” to 22” with the depth varying from 24” to 23”. This swag has a teardrop 
shape and is also very effective used as a valance on a pole. The Teardrop Tail hangs 36”, it 
does not have a return and cannot be altered. Swag J width will vary 8” to 20” with a depth 
varying from 29” to 27”. This swag hangs deep and thin for a contemporary look. Swag K 
has a width of 10” to 24” and a depth of 25” to 23”. This swag is a simple fl at triangle. The 
top edge folds over the front, exposing the lining and creating a “cuff’. The ties are optional. 
Swag L has a width of 10” to 22” and a depth of 23” to 21”. Swag M has a width of 10” to 
18” and a depth of 18” to 17”. These are fl at triangle swags with no “cuff’.

Drapery swags are more effective with a heavy trim. Measurements above do not include 
trim. 

Fabric Suggestions: The swags and tail will have no fabric bulk problems.The fabric can be 
as thick as you like, but is should be soft. Trims more than 2” deep will not be effective on 
the tail. Everything should be self or contrast lined.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the 
actual pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fi t on your fabric.

Swag I (bias cut) ..................the pattern is ........................26” wide x 26” deep
Swag J (bias cut) ..................the pattern is ........................32” wide x 34” deep
Swag K (bias cut) .................the pattern is ........................27” wide x 27” deep
Swag L (bias cut) .................the pattern is ........................25” wide x 25” deep
Swag M (bias cut) ................the pattern is ........................21” wide x 21” deep
Tail .........................................the pattern is ........................25” wide x 38” deep
Tie ..........................................the pattern is ........................26” wide x 4” deep

Fabric tab patterns are included and can be made from scraps.

Same amount of lining will be needed.

Yardage for trims:
Trims must be able to curve.         

Swag I......53” Swag L ........ 50”
Swag J ......62” Swag M ....... 40”
Swag K ....52” Tail ............... 83”
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